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Introduction
Contractual Context
In the WEB-RADR project, we want to understand the utility of social media within the context of
pharmacovigilance, as performed currently using spontaneous reporting databases.
WP2B of the WEB-RADR project has reported the results of significant effort expended to
understand the timeliness of safety signals identified in social media in comparison with how quickly
they were detected through spontaneous reporting databases. Together with those reported results,
this document is intended, to satisfy the requirement on the University of Liverpool to generate
D4.6, a `report on the identification of safety signals through mining of social media and comparison
with the timelines of how quickly they were detected through regular reporting methods’ and M4.4,
a description of the ‘usefulness of social media reports for signal detection’.
This document is provided on the assumption that it will not be released to the open literature in its
current form: the intent is that this document will be used as the basis of a paper that will be
submitted for peer-review and such open literature publication would be likely to impact (negatively
and significantly) on the ability to publish.

Technical Context
Lengthy clinical trials and pre-launch tests on the safety of a drug or combination of drugs cannot be
exhaustive. 0nce a drug has been launched then the number, diversity and condition of patients
subjected to medication increases massively and the studies used for drug approval are not designed
with the statistical power to detect important but infrequent safety issues. It is hence unsurprising
that approximately half of approved drugs have serious side effects not known before approval [1]
and it is only post-marketing surveillance that can detect them.
Post launch monitoring is recognised as a necessary and important part of drug safety assessment
and pharmacovigilance. Many countries have reporting mechanisms to regulatory authorities but in
a globalised pharmaceutical world the international sharing of information is increasingly important.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) has established a Programme for International Drug
Monitoring (PIDR) The Uppsala Monitoring Centre manage and maintain the world’s largest global
database of Individual Case Safety Reports on behalf of the WHO PIDR, called Vigibase[2]. However
spontaneous reporting captures only a small fraction of the adverse events that actually take place.
The extent of this under-reporting is unknown, and depends on the severity of the adverse event,
among other factors[3].
The use of the internet and social media continues to increase year on year. A recent survey found
that 79% of US adult internet users (that’s 68% of all US adults) use Facebook and 24% of US online
adults (21% of all US adults) use Twitter[4]. The amount of online discussion of health and
medication issues has encouraged many studies into the contribution that social media could make
to pharmacovigilance [5] as well as the difficulties and challenges in leveraging this new resource [6].
The problems with interpreting the raw social media posts are numerous. The translation from
internet vernacular, misspelling, product tradenames, nicknames and abbreviations has been tackled
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using a variety of word mapping dictionaries, eventually ascribing described symptoms to MedDRA
[7] preferred terms and drug product names to the generic name of their active ingredient(s) [8].
The ‘tokenised’ posts can then be filtered to remove spam or duplicates and subjected to a Bayesian
classifier that has been trained on a certain volume of human annotated posts[9].
The work described below had been developed as part of the WEB-RADR (Web Recognising Adverse
Drug Reactions) project[10], a three year project instigated by the Innovative Medicine Initiative to
assess the impact that new technologies and media can have on pharmacovigilance.
This document investigates whether social media has the potential to contribute to
pharmacovigilance as an additional resource to Vigibase and develops a novel method to estimate
the absolute counts of adverse drug events (ADRs) within Twitter. Utilising the Epidemico processing
chain and randomly sampled validated data we introduce the notion of the Inverse Yield which
serves to translate the number of detections following a thresholding process into an estimate of the
quantity present in the original dataset.
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Methods
An adverse event (AE) refers to an injury occurring at the same time as a drug is being used whether
or not the drug can be identified as the cause. An adverse drug reaction (ADR) is a special type of AE
where a causal relationship between the event and drug is evident. The AEs below are described
using their preferred term (PT) as found in the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities
(MedDRA). The WEB-RADR project has selected 38 generic products that are part of the Time
Indexed Reference Standard, known as the TIRD Products. Many of the metrics described below deal
with Product and Event Combinations (PEC).

Data, Source and Description.
[All data involved in this study will be made available after anonymization].
There are two distinct datasets considered in this study. A Vigibase dataset and a Twitter dataset.
The Vigibase Dataset:
The Vigibase dataset (VBD) is the complete Vigibase data for our TIRD products for the study period
March 2012 – March 2015. The source for our data is held in four alphabetically ordered files:
 ‘VigiBaseTIRDdata_151123_part1_alemtuzumab-deonsumab.csv’,
 ‘VigiBaseTIRDdata_151123_part2_diclofenac-letrozole.csv’,
 ‘VigiBaseTIRDdata_151123_part3_levetiracetam-romiplostim.csv’ and
 ‘VigiBaseTIRDdata_151123_part4_sorafenib-zolpidem.csv’.
When merged the VBD contains almost three and a half million entries, (3,442,813).
The Twitter Dataset:
The Twitter dataset was taken from data provided by Epidemico [11]. Its providence is as follows:
1. Social media posts (both Twitter and Facebook) were collected over the study period March
2012 – March 2015.
2. The posts were filtered by searching for mentions of medical products that occur in two lists.
The pharmacovigilance ‘standard’ list after Harpaz [12] and a list comprising of this study’s
TIRD products.
3. As the source data was written in the most part by lay-people the search terms must include
not only the generic names of the drugs but also the product names, trademarks, various
synonyms and common misspellings. Inevitably some of the search terms produced noisy
results of little benefit and these were deactivated.
4. The search terms used to filter for products of interest and their activation status on the 9th
March 2017 are available in the file ‘product taxonomy 9MAR17.csv’
5. The resultant body of posts and tweets were then searched for mentions of PTs. Due to the
multiplicity of terms, phrases, abbreviations, misspellings and general internet vernacular
that can be used to describe symptoms Epidemico used an extensive and proprietary
dictionary [9], [13] to map source terms and phrases to a particular PT.
6. This data was then run through an Epidemico developed classifier that classified each tweet
or post with a Tag ID. The Tag ID values were allocated as shown in Table 1.
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Tag ID value
1
2
3
7
8

Assignment
Not Relevant
AE
Questionable AE
Mentions drug/PT but not an AE
Clinical ADR (can only be added by human curator)
Table 1: Tag ID value definitions.

7. Finally the products and PTs were remapped to coded values using the mapping files
‘Product taxonomy code list Nov 2016.csv’ and ‘Symptom taxonomy code list Nov 2016.csv’
respectively.
8. This resulted in the two files supplied by Epidemico namely ‘hapaz.csv’ and ‘tird.csv’ that
contain all posts and tweets that mention products in the Harpaz list and TIRD list
respectively.
9. Our study merged these two files and duplicate posts were removed. We extracted the
Twitter portion of the dataset, differentiating Tweets from Facebook posts by the format of
the identification string. We decoded and expanded the product and PT codes back to the
generic products and MedDRA PTs using the same mapping files that Epidemico used to
encode them. This provided approximately three million tweets (3,033,067).
10. To further enhance comparisons between Epidemico and Vigibase datasets all Epidemico
datasets were merged with a mapping file ‘EpidemicoProductMappings_JVS.csv’ that maps
common product spelling variants with the generic drug name for that product. It is the
generic form of the drug that we deal with when making PEC comparisons.

Training of the Epidemico Classifier
The Epidemico Classifier has been trained using a random1 sample of 190,000 tweets where there
was a possibility of an AE, (the training group). All the tweets were humanly annotated and tagged
(as in Table 1). Then the classifier was run to produce a score. A score of greater than or equal to 0.7
has historically been used to indicate the presence of an AE. This training data is referred to as the
validated training data (VTD).
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted for the forty eight most frequent PTs
and 26 of the most frequent products available in the VTD for which the original scores were
available (approximately 60,000 tweets). For these curves a tweet with a humanly tagged ID value of
2 or 8 (see Table 1) was considered a true positive any other value (1, 3 or 7) was considered a true
negative. The classifier provided score for each tweet was used as the variable threshold.

The Inverse Yield
A sample of the VTD, approximately 130,000 tweets, were humanly annotated but not scored. These
data had been used to train the classifier. Once scored, these results are referred to as the scored
training data (STD). As we still have the human annotated VTD it was possible to calculate the
1

The details of exactly how these posts were identified are not 100% clear at the time of writing, but they
appear to be dominated by posts that were identified by an automated process as being worthy of human
annotation.
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efficiency of the detection process for a given PT and thus estimate the number of true positives
within a dataset given the number of detected positives from that same dataset.
On creating the STD the trained classifier may have indicated an AE (score > 0.7) where none was
humanly annotated in the VTD, a false positive (FP). Alternatively it may have failed to indicate an AE
(score <= 0.7) that was humanly annotated in the VTD, a false negative (FN). A true positive (TP) is
where both the score in the STD and human annotation agree there is an AE.
We can then calculate an ‘Inverse Yield’ as follows (see Appendix 1 for the derivation):
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =

𝑐 + #𝑇𝑃 + #𝐹𝑁
𝑘 + #𝑇𝑃 + #𝐹𝑃

where c and k are small constants (0.5, 1.0) to inhibit numerical instability with small counts and
where:.
 #TP = number of events tagged in VTD and in STD with a score >0.7
 #FP = number of events not tagged in VTD but has STD with a score >0.7
 #FN = number of events tagged in VTD but has STD with a score <=0.7
In this document we use the Inverse Yield calculated for each PT to calibrate our social media counts
to allow a more equitable comparison with the Vigibase dataset. We compared the datasets at
various levels in the MedDRA Hierarchy, against individual PTs, then PTs grouped within Higher Level
Terms (HLTs) and then HLTs grouped within System Organ Classes (SOC).
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Results:
ROC Curves
We produced a ROC curve plot of all the individual PTs (with count > 30) overlaid with the ROC curve
for all the data together. The threshold point closest to 0.7 is also marked (Figure 1). Table 2 shows
the few PTs that have an AUC that is greater or equal to the average PT. We also provide individual
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for 48 of the most frequent PTs and for 26 of the most
frequent products within the VTD.
These are produced from the VTD posts that have the score available. As explained above, a tweet
with a humanly tagged ID value of 2 or 8 (see Table 1) was considered a true positive. Any other
value (1, 3 or 7) was considered a true negative. The classifier provided score for each tweet was
used as the variable threshold. Figure 2 shows twelve of the available PT curves, Figure 3 shows
curves for the twelve most frequent products.
The ROC curves for specific PTs (figure 2) show quite marked variability in the sensitivity of the
classifier across different PTs. Also, the historically acknowledged threshold of 0.7 occurs at different
points along the curve for different PTs. Figure 4 demonstrates this by showing the position of this
point for all PTs available in the VTD. To investigate the possibility that the efficacy of the classifier
for a particular PT is a function of the number of counts of that PT in the VTD we have also provided
a plot of AUC versus those counts (Figure 5).
The variability may be expected considering the difficulty of both the social media user describing
how they feel and the NLP function ascribing their various symptom descriptions correctly. For
example the curve for Pregnancy with an AUC of 0.89 demonstrates the classifier functioning well.
Pregnancy is relatively easy to identify and describe and can be unequivocally recorded. Injection
site pain (AUC of 0.55) behaves very poorly. It is one of the most frequent PTs encountered, it would
seem to be relatively easy for humans to describe and humans annotate posts as a true AE in more
than 68% of its occurrence. The classifier however fails to effectively differentiate posts for this PT.
The ROC curves for each of the products also vary but the classifier appears to function much better
when considering stratification across products. Many products enjoy an AUC value greater than
0.75, the lowest AUC observed of those considered being Topamax at 0.68.
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PT
Cough
Hepatitis
Multiple Sclerosis
Haemorrhage
Fall
Pneumonia
Infection
Diarrhoea
Pregnancy

AUC
0.98325744
0.96781609
0.9577548
0.9250086
0.91675957
0.91372913
0.90424058
0.89400585
0.88806628

Table 2: PTs that have an AUC greater or equal to the Average AUC

Figure 1: ROC curves for all PTs (blue) overlaid by average ROC curve with triangle indicating closest
position to threshold 0.7 (red)
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Figure 2: ROC Curves for 12 of the PTs available. Triangle indicates location of threshold
closest to 0.7
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Figure 3: ROC curves for 12 of the most frequent products available in the VT. Triangle
indicates location of threshold closest to 0.7
D
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Figure 4: Position on ROC curves where the threshold is closest to 0.7 for all PTs

Figure 5: AUC versus Count in the VTD for all PTs
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Inverse Yield
We looked at all PTs with a total count greater than 5 with the STD, (225 PTs) and calculated their
respective Inverse Yields (IY) as described in the previous section.
There is marked variability in the calculated IYs and shown below is a histogram of the distribution
(Figure 6). PTs with an IY of 0 and outliers where IY > 5 have been removed from the graph but are
included in the calculations of the Mean, Std etc.).

Count:
Mean:
Std:
Min:
25%
50%
75%
Max:

225
1.291
5.509
0.002
0.038
0.346
0.876
76.500

Figure 6: Distribution of Inverse Yields (Inverse Yields of 0 and > 5 have been removed)

Table 3 shows the numbers of TP, FP and FNs used to calculate the IY for the 30 most frequent PTs
within the STD, (ordered in terms of frequency of occurrence). Some of the PTs registered no TPs at
all and thus have an extremely low IY indicating that a post containing this PT is unlikely to be
significant. A few others such as Rash and Oropharyngeal pain have very large (>5.0) IY values. This
indicates an under-detection by the classifier (see the relatively high FNs for these PTs) and reported
numbers for these PTs within a dataset may be more significant than the raw count might otherwise
indicate.
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Table 3: Inverse Yield calculations of the 30 most frequent PTs available in the STD

PT
Injection site pain
Influenza like illness
Pruritus
Drug ineffective
Insomnia
Altered state of consciousness
Swelling
Abdominal symptom
Hypoaesthesia
Back pain
Contusion
Pyrexia
Injection site movement
impairment
Fatigue
Somnolence
Myalgia
Oropharyngeal pain
Haemorrhage
Memory impairment
Rash
Surgery
Foreign body
Restlessness
Tremor
Crohn's disease
Abnormal dreams
Rhinorrhoea
Hallucination
Injection
Drug dose omission

TP
2335
269
367
302
221
246
219
0
147
117
176
33
0
47
0
7
12
34
67
12
0
88
11
72
35
71
24
81
0
0

FP
413
102
49
94
83
91
47
244
72
74
12
17

FN Inverse Yield
863
1.1635
122
1.0524
73
1.0564
13
0.7947
40
0.8574
2
0.7352
29
0.9307
0
0.0020
16
0.7432
25
0.7422
5
0.9603
127
3.1471

176
1
27 87
148
0
111 13
7 108
20 61
16 30
6 90
108
0
13
3
82 10
28
0
53
9
23
2
20 51
11
0
92
0
88
0

0.0085
1.7933
0.0034
0.1723
6.0250
1.7364
1.1607
5.3947
0.0046
0.8971
0.2287
0.7178
0.5000
0.7737
1.6778
0.8763
0.0054
0.0056

We use the Inverse Yield to estimate the true positive data within our larger classified dataset (ECD)
shown in Table 4. Note that a ‘top 30’ PT in one dataset may not necessarily be a ‘top 30’ in the
other). The variability of the Inverse Yield as shown in Table 3 & 4 can be further demonstrated by
plotting each PT count against its calibrated counts, (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Raw Count against Calibrated Count for PTs available in the VTD
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Table 4: The 30 most frequent PTs found in ECD and their raw and calibrated counts

PT

HLT

SOC

Raw
Count

Inverse
Yield

Calibrated
Count

Drug Ineffective

Therapeutic And
Nontherapeutic Responses

General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions

5428

0.7947

4313.69

Altered State Of
Consciousness

Disturbances In Consciousness

Nervous System Disorders

2906

0.7352

2136.51

Pain

Pain And Discomfort

2809

0.9583

2691.96

Nonspecific
Reaction

General Signs And Symptoms

2539

0.1806

458.43

Somnolence

Disturbances In Consciousness

Nervous System Disorders

2222

0.0034

7.46

Insomnia

Disturbances In Initiating And
Maintaining Sleep

Psychiatric Disorders

1928

0.8574

1653.02

Migraine

Migraine Headaches

Nervous System Disorders

1250

0.3571

446.43

Fatigue

Asthenic Conditions

1168

1.7933

2094.61

Malaise

Asthenic Conditions

1149

0.8929

1025.89

Feeling Abnormal

Feelings And Sensations

948

0.0070

6.68

Incorrect Dose
Administered

Maladministration

898

0.0714

64.14

Drug Tolerance

Therapeutic And
Nontherapeutic Responses

General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions
General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions
General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions
Injury, Poisoning And
Procedural Complications
General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions

862

1.0341

891.39

Abnormal Dreams

Parasomnias

Psychiatric Disorders

858

0.7737

663.82

Therapy Change

Therapeutic Procedures

Surgical And Medical
Procedures

855

0.0882

75.44

Withdrawal
Syndrome

Substance-Related Disorders

Psychiatric Disorders

782

0.5536

432.89

Dependence

Substance-Related Disorders

Psychiatric Disorders

762

0.7969

607.22

Headache

Headaches

Nervous System Disorders

748

2.0417

1527.17

Weight Decreased

Physical Examination Procedures
And Organ System Status

Investigations

703

0.2778

195.28

General Signs And Symptoms

General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions

690

3.1250

2156.25

Memory Loss (Excl Dementia)

Nervous System Disorders

669

1.1607

776.52

Investigations

572

0.8125

464.75

Psychiatric Disorders

568

0.2287

129.91

Musculoskeletal And Contive
Tissue Disorders

530

0.7422

393.36

Nervous System Disorders

496

2.8684

1422.74

Condition
Aggravated
Memory
Impairment
Weight Increased
Restlessness
Back Pain
Dizziness

Physical Examination Procedures
And Organ System Status
Increased Physical Activity
Levels
Musculoskeletal And Contive
Tissue Pain And Discomfort
Neurological Signs And
Symptoms

General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions
General Disorders And
Admin Site Conditions

Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder

Attention Deficit And Disruptive
Behaviour Disorders

Psychiatric Disorders

477

1.2911

615.84

Affect Lability

Affect Alterations

Psychiatric Disorders

457

1.3696

625.89
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Psychomotor
Hyperactivity
Prescription Form
Tampering

Dyskinesias And Movement
Disorders

Nervous System Disorders

456

0.0333

15.20

Criminal Activity

Social Circumstances

439

0.0455

19.95

Increased Appetite

Appetite Disorders

Metabolism And Nutrition
Disorders

425

0.7941

337.50

Alcohol Use

Alcohol Product Use

Social Circumstances

391

0.0179

6.98

Comparison with Vigibase
We can use the calibrated counts to compare directly with the Vigibase counts.
Most PTs (396) were reported more frequently in the Vigibase dataset but there were some (34)
that were more evident within the calibrated ECD. Figure 8 shows the 10 highest Raw Epidemico
counts and the 10 highest Calibrated counts where the counts are greater than that reported by
Vigibase. The general dominance of Vigibase counts over Calibrated ECD counts can be seen in
Figure 9, those few points appearing below the line correspond to PTs in which the calibrated ECD
counts are greater than those in Vigibase. The five most prominent of these PT’s are annotated.
It is interesting to note the particular PTs where the Vigibase reports are relatively few in number.
Vigibase reports are generally made by clinicians after consultations with the patient. Subjective
symptoms, such as abnormal dreams, seem to be relatively under reported within the Vigibase
system. For some PTs, such as Non-Specific Reaction, absence from the Vigibase records is perhaps
not surprising.
As we move up the levels in the MedDRA ontology, (Figure 10) grouping PTs into Higher Level Terms
(HLTs), the differences become masked. However at this level some calibrated Epidemico counts
remain higher than the grouped Vigibase count. Trigeminal Disorders (pain from facial nerves),
Parasomnias (sleep and dream disorders), Disturbances in Consciousness and some behaviour
disorders are still more evident in the Twitter dataset. These also become masked as we move up to
the top level of the MedDRA ontology. At the System Organ Class (SOC), the top level Vigibase
outperforms the Epidemico reports across all classes.
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Figure 8. Sweet spots for Twitter reporting. The ten highest uncalibrated (top) and calibrated
(bottom) Epidemico counts. Note that Calibration can either raise or lower reported counts
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Figure 9: Vigibase Count versus Calibrated Counts for each PT, those PTs below the line are
picked up more frequently in the ECD than Vigibase. Five are annotated.
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Figure 10: Showing how Vigibase counts overwhelm Twitter counts as count comparisons move to higher levels
of MedDRA ontology.
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Discussion
The variability of the effectiveness of the Epidemico classifier across PTs is marked. We have
exceptional performance for ‘Cough’ with an AUC of 0.98 down to rather poor performance with
‘Injection Site Pain’ that has an AUC of only 0.56. It is tempting to put this variability down to the
number of reports of a particular PT within the training data but this proves not to be the case.
Figure 5 helps to demonstrate that there isn’t an obvious link between the AUC for a PT and its
count within the training data.
This inherent variability between PTs dictates that we cannot have a ‘one size fits all’ approach to
assessing the utility of social media with respect to WEB-RADR. On the contrary we need to take
account of the differences in the recall and precision between PTs and take account of any under or
over detection that may be occurring.
To this end we have developed the novel method of the Inverse Yield (IY). This is, in effect, the ratio
of the actual positives within a dataset against the number of positives detected. A high IY signifies
an under-detection by the classifier while a low IY indicates an over-detection by the classifier. Using
IY, we can calibrate our counts for each particular PT and then use values obtained from social media
with more confidence.
Inverse Yield may help but it is a fact that within the study timeframe the Vigibase system produced
many more reports than we had good quality tweets. However the ratio of Vigibase to calibrated
tweets varied and there are indeed certain PTs that are more prevalent within our Twitter dataset.
There are distinct differences between the two reporting methods that may account for these
differences.
Vigibase reports are generally mediated by clinicians and other health workers, it is not
inconceivable that they would unconsciously filter out reports they think are unimportant, imagined,
or just coincidence.
Social media is an immediate reporting environment, the symptoms are reported as, or very soon
after, they are being felt. There isn’t the delay between the symptom and the next appointment
with the health worker. Some symptoms, whilst real, can be transient.
Despite the obvious contradiction, a patient’s relationship with a sympathetic social media can feel
more private, personal and trustworthy than that with a health practitioner. It very possible that
there may be symptoms more readily admitted under the perceived anonymity of social media.
Add to this the immediacy of social media in communicating ADRs compared with the often lengthy
process of compiling Vigibase reports, there can be no question that social media can be an
important additional resource to supplement Vigibase.
It must be noted that this study uses the Vigibase reporting system as the benchmark against which
to test, but Vigibase itself isn’t a perfect system and it would be wise to be cautious about treating it
as a gold standard against which all else should be measured.
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Recommendations for Further Analysis
Future research should consider the following:


Facebook versus Twitter feeds. This study uses tweets exclusively. The original two
Epidemico datasets held included Facebook posts and tweets. Although the Inverse Yield has
been calculated using twitter data alone it would be interesting to compare Vigibase counts
with Twitter, Facebook and both combined.



Negative Controls: Although it would impact both our Twitter and Vigibase data. It is
possible that our results are being skewed by existing side effects. It may be useful to
generate results by only considering those drug - event combinations that intersect with a
list of negative controls.



Fusion. Combining Vigibase and social media reports (calibrated by Inverse Yield) using
statistical methods that respects the relative trust in each source.



Signal-Before-Detect. An investigation into a novel method which aims to improve
performance relative to the use of a simple threshold.
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Appendix 1: Derivation of Inverse Yield
In the context of a given side-effect, we assume that there is a Poisson distributed number of true
positive posts per detected post with a Poisson rate of λ. We assume a Gamma-distributed prior
belief about λ that is parameterised by a N0 true positives from D0 detections such that:
p (λ) = Γ(λ; N0; D0)
(1)
where Γ(λ;α,β) is a Gamma distribution parameterised by α occurrences over β intervals.
We then observe N true positives and D detections such that, thanks to the adoption of a conjugate
prior, the posterior is as follows:
p (λ| N ;D) = Γ (λ; N0 + N, D0 + D)
(2)
where the N0 provide and D0 shrinkage with respect to an estimator that was based on N and D
alone.
The distribution for the number of occurrences, Y that will be encountered in a single interval (i.e.,
the posterior predictive distribution) is then distributed according to the negative binomial
distribution, which is:
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where NB (Y ; r; p) is a negative binomial distribution parameterised by a count of failures, r, and a
success probability, p. The mean of the binomial distribution1 is then:
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The estimated number of true positives given X detections is then simply X * Ȳ
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